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Abstract 
Brine and vapor inclusions were synthesized to study Cl/Br fractionation during magmatic-

hydrothermal fluid phase separation at 900 °C and pressures of 90, 120, and 150 MPa in Li / Na / 

K halide salt – H2O systems. Laser ablation ICP-MS microanalysis of high-density brine inclusions 

show an elevated Cl/Br ratio compared to the coexisting low-density vapor inclusions. The degree 

of Cl/Br fractionation between vapor and brine is significantly dependent on the identity of the 

alkali metal in the system: stronger vapor partitioning of Br occurs in the Li halide – H2O system 

compared to the systems of K and Na halide – H2O. The effect of the identity of alkali-metals in the 

system is stronger compared to the effect of vapor-brine density contrast. We infer that 

competition between alkali-halide and alkali-OH complexes in high-temperature fluids might 

cause the Cl/Br fractionation, consistent with the observed molar imbalances of alkali metals 

compared to halides in the analyzed brine inclusions. Our experiments show that the identity of 

alkali metals controls the degrees of Cl/Br fractionation between the separating aqueous fluid 

phases at 900 °C, and suggest that a significant variability in the Cl/Br ratios of magmatic fluids 

can arise in Li-rich systems.  

Keywords: Fluid Inclusions, Halogens, Phase Separation, Bromine, Chlorine 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Saline geologic fluids are important media for the transport of various metals, from basinal brines 

to active volcanoes and sites of ore deposition (Yardley, 2005; Balcone-Boissard et al., 2010; Lesne 

et al., 2011). Halogen systematics, notably the somewhat conservative Cl/Br ratio in saline 

hydrothermal fluids, have been considered to be an excellent tracers for the source of dissolved 

halides, recording large-scale physical-chemical processes in hydrothermal systems (Bohlke and 

Irwin, 1992a, b; Heinrich et al., 1993; Kesler et al., 1995; Kesler et al., 1996; Gleeson et al., 2001; 
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Wilkinson et al., 2005; Baker et al., 2008; Stoffell et al., 2008; Gleeson and Smith, 2009; Nahnybida 

et al., 2009; Seo et al., 2011). The Cl/Br ratio in seawater is homogeneous (mass ratio around 290) 

and suggested to be near-constant at least during the Phanerozoic (Channer et al., 1997; Foriel et 

al., 2004). The solubility behavior of metal chlorides and bromides in hydrothermal fluids is also 

similar, and only a few processes were proposed to lead to Cl/Br fractionation. These include 

selective incorporation of Cl in halide minerals during precipitation or re-dissolution (Braitsch, 

1971), which has been suggested to be the dominant factor producing distinctly depleted or 

elevated Cl/Br ratios in basinal brines, including those forming Mississippi Valley-type Pb-Zn ore 

deposits (Kesler et al., 1995; Kesler et al., 1996; Heijlen et al., 2003; Muchez et al., 2005; Stoffell et 

al., 2008), and in fluids of sub-seafloor hydrothermal systems (Oosting and Von Damm, 1996; 

Berndt and Seyfried, 1997). In the case of magmatic-hydrothermal fluids, the incorporation of 

different halogen sources such as seawater and regional evaporites into the source magmas was 

suggested to yield the variability in Cl/Br ratios (Gleeson et al., 2001; Gleeson and Smith, 2009; 

Seo et al., 2011).  

Another process proposed to be able to modify the Cl/Br ratios in hydrothermal fluids, is a 

density-dependent differential partitioning of Cl and Br during vapor-brine separation and phase 

segregation (Berndt and Seyfried, 1997; Von Damm et al., 2003; Liebscher et al., 2006; Foustoukos 

and Seyfried, 2007). This process was suggested based on modified Cl/Br ratios relative to the 

seawater in sub-seafloor hydrothermal fluids expelled at mid-ocean ridges (Oosting and Von 

Damm, 1996; Berndt and Seyfried, 1997; Von Damm et al., 2003). A few recent experimental 

studies have confirmed various degrees of Br and Cl partitioning during phase separation in 

hydrothermal fluids, but in contradictory directions. Autoclave experiments at 380–450 °C/22.9–

41.7 MPa (Liebscher et al., 2006) and 400–550 °C/25.0–35.0 MPa (Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2007) 

in the NaCl-H2O system were used to simulate the sub-seafloor hydrothermal environment. The 

results of Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007) indicate preferential Br partitioning into the low-

salinity vapor phase fluids relative to the brines, consistent with natural observations (Von Damm 

et al., 2003). By contrast, otherwise similar experiments by Liebscher et al. (2006) at partly 

overlapping conditions reported elevated Cl/Br ratios in the vapor compared to the brine.  

Experiments determining the degree of Br and Cl fractionation at much higher temperatures and 

pressures relevant to magmatic-hydrothermal and volcanic conditions are lacking. Here, we 

studied the vapor-brine partitioning of Br and Cl at high P-T of 900 °C/90, 120, 150 MPa in the 

KCl-KBr-H2O, NaCl-NaBr-H2O, and LiCl-LiBr-H2O systems by using synthetic fluid inclusions. We 

examined the degree of halogen fractionation as a function of fluid density contrasts, and explored 

the effect of different alkali ions because K and Li can become significant or even dominant cations 

in high-temperature magmatic fluids (Audetat et al., 2008; Kouzmanov and Pokrovski, 2012). We 

synthesized coexisting low-density vapor and high-density brine inclusions using Molybdenum-

Hafnium-Carbide (MHC) alloy pressure vessel assemblies, and subsequently measured the fluid 

inclusions by Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) using a 

dedicated analytical protocol for halogen determinations in singly-targeted fluid inclusions (Seo 

et al., 2011).  
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2. METHODS  

2.1. Experimental Methods and Microthermometry 

We synthesized coexisting high-density brine and low-density vapor inclusions (Fig. 1A) in 

various alkali chloride and alkali bromide-bearing aqueous systems using the rapid-quench 

Molybdenum-Hafnium-Carbide (MHC) alloy pressure vessel assemblies. The experimental 

temperature was 900 °C and Ar was used as pressure medium. The alkali ions include K (sample 

number #173), Na (#167, #169, and #170), and Li (#174) (Table 1). For the NaCl-NaBr-H2O 

system, we used pressures of 90 MPa (#170), 120 MPa (#169), and 150 MPa (#167) to produce 

brine-vapor pairs with various density contrasts (Table 2). Experiments at 120 MPa were used to 

test the effect of the identity of alkali metals by comparing Na-, K- and Li-bearing systems. Doubly 

distilled water and high-purity KCl, KBr, NaCl, NaBr, LiCl, and LiBr were used for the preparation 

of starting solutions. A pre-fractured (PF) chip of inclusion-free quartz and an intact quartz chip 

for in-situ fracturing (IS) at run conditions were both loaded together with 40 mg of starting 

solutions of various compositions and sealed in deformable Au capsules. We also added 10-20 mg 

of dehydrated silica gel to promote a quartz fracture healing. The pre-fracturing of quartz was 

performed by heating the chips up to 700 °C and subsequently dropping them into cold distilled 

water. Coexisting brine and vapor phase fluids were successfully trapped in both pre-fractured 

(PF) and in-situ fractured (IS) quartz chips. The size of the brine inclusions was up to 50 μm in 

diameter, whereas vapor inclusions were generally smaller (up to 30 μm) (Fig. 1). 

The mole fractions of dissolved salts in the starting solutions (Xsalt=Xalkali-Cl + Xalkali-Br) ranged from 

Xsalt=0.010 (or 3.14 wt%) to Xsalt=0.026 (or 7.85 wt% ), and the solutions were adjusted to be just 

slightly above the theoretical vapor salinity in the model NaCl-H2O system at 90 MPa (Xsalt=0.005 

or 1.51 wt%), 120 MPa (Xsalt=0.010 or 3.22 wt%), and 150 MPa (Xsalt=0.021 or 6.45 wt%) at 900 °C 

as predicted by the algorithm of Driesner and Heinrich (2007) (Table 2 and Fig. 2). These 

relatively low starting salinities ensured high vapor to brine ratios at the experimental P-T. This 

minimizes brine contamination of the synthetic vapor inclusions, which is typically induced by 

heterogeneous entrapment of both fluid phases (Bodnar et al., 1985). In addition, it allows more 

precise estimation of Cl/Br in coexisting vapor inclusions by mass balance calculation, using only 

the Cl/Br ratios as analyzed in the brine inclusions and known for the starting solutions. The Cl/Br 

mass ratios in the starting solutions varied between 7.61 and 8.46 (Table 2). The solutions were 

significantly Br-enriched compared to natural geologic fluids (Cl/Br mass ratios of 25 - 5000; 

Heinrich et al., 1993) to enable more precise analysis of Br in the brine inclusions by LA-ICP-MS 

(Seo et al., 2011).  The solvus in the NaCl-NaBr-H2O, KCl-KBr-H2O, and LiCl-LiBr-H2O systems 

could potentially deviate from the model NaCl-H2O system, however, we trapped high-density 

brine inclusions and low-density vapor inclusions in all experiments demonstrating the all 

employed starting fluid compositions fell into the two phase field of the respective systems (Fig. 

1A). The density of the vapor phase was similar in all three systems as demonstrated by the 

similar vapor/liquid rations within the vapor inclusions at ambient temperature (Fig. 1B). 

Microthermometry on the brine inclusions trapped in the in situ fractured quartz were conducted 

to obtain homogenization temperatures (Th) and salt melting temperatures (Table 3). Note that 

because the fluids contain significant amounts of NaBr, KCl, KBr, LiCl, and LiBr, it is difficult to 

obtain salinities by the salt melting temperatures. However, the internal consistency of the 
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measured salt melting and homogenization temperatures can be used to check if vapor 

contamination of the brine inclusions may be significant. In addition, in the NaCl-NaBr-H2O 

system, checking the Th of the brine inclusions and comparing the data to those predicted for the 

NaCl-H2O system by using the algorithm of Driesner and Heinrich (2007) provides an 

independent test on how closely the formation conditions of fluid inclusions match the nominal 

conditions of the pressure-vessel experiments, provided that the Th of a brine inclusions 

(coexisting with vapor) represents their true trapping temperature. A Linkam TS-1500 heating 

stage at Inha University was used and the temperatures were calibrated with the melting 

temperatures of K2Cr2O7 (398 °C), NaCl (801 °C), and Au (1064.2 °C). 

 

Figure 1. (A) Representative coexisting brine and vapor inclusions trapped by in-situ fracturing of quartz at 900 °C/ 
120 MPa (#173 experiment). (B) Representative vapor inclusions trapped by in-situ fracturing of quartz. Volume % of 
the bubble in the #167, #169, #170, #173, and #174 vapor inclusions were estimated by petrographic analysis to be 
around 65-70 %, 75-80 %, 90%, 70-80 %, and 80 %, respectively. Vapor inclusions of #167 (Na-system), #169 (Na-
system), and #170 (Na-system) conducted at different P conditions show different volume % of bubble indicating a 
different vapor density, while the vapor inclusions of #169 (Na-system), #173 (K-system), and #174 (Li-system) 
conducted at the same P-T condition show similar volume % of bubble. (C) LA-ICP-MS transient signal of a brine 
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inclusion produced in the K halide – H2O system showing apparent peaks of K, Cl, and Br. 

Table 1. Compositions of starting solutions and applied P-T conditions.  

 #167 #169 #170 #173 #174 

Alkali-Cl (molality) 1.33 (NaCl) 0.74 (NaCl) 0.51 (NaCl) 0.54 (KCl) 1.00 (LiCl) 

Alkali-Br (molality) 0.08 (NaBr) 0.04 (NaBr) 0.03 (NaBr) 0.03 (KBr) 0.06 (LiBr) 

Cl/Br (mass ratio) 7.61 7.80 7.80 8.46 8.06 

P (Mpa) 150 120 90 120 120 

T (°C) 900 900 900 900 900 

 

 

Figure 2. The phase diagram of the NaCl-H2O system (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007) showing the solvus at 900 °C and 
the mole fractions of salt (Xsalt, NaCl equivalent) in the starting solutions used in our experiments. Vapor and brine 

salinities in the 90, 120, and 150 MPa experiments are predicted by the algorithm of Driesner and Heinrich (2007). 
Salinities of the starting solutions were designed to be in between the predicted vapor and brine salinities at the 
respective P-T conditions in the H2O-NaCl system (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007). The vapor limb of the solvus in the 
LiCl-H2O system is expected to be at higher salinity relative to the NaCl-H2O system (Dubois et al., 1994; Liebscher et 
al., 2007), yet brine inclusions were trapped in our experiment. Therefore, the true vapor salinity must be between that 
predicted for the NaCl-H2O system and the concentration in the starting solution. This yields an estimation: 
XLiCl=0.015±0.005. 
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Table 2. Salinities of starting solutions and calculated values of salinity, density, and mass fraction of brine-vapor phase fluids.  

 

  Starting solution Model vapor Model brine 

     

 Alkali Pressure Temp. Xalkali-Cl Salinity Xalkali-Cl Salinitya Densitya 
Mass 

Fractionb 
Xalkali-Cl Salinitya Densitya 

Mass 
Fractionb 

  MPa °C  wt%  wt% g/cm3 %  wt% g/cm3 % 

#167 Na 150 900 0.026 7.8 0.021 6.5 0.339 97.55 0.332 61.7 0.986 2.45 

#169 Na 120 900 0.014 4.5 0.010 3.2 0.257 98.02 0.416 69.8 1.071 1.98 

#170 Na 90 900 0.010 3.1 0.005 1.5 0.155 97.85 0.519 77.8 1.161 2.15 

#173 K 120 900 0.010 4.1 0.010c 4.0d 0.257 99.87 0.416c 74.7d 1.071 0.13 

#174 Li 120 900 0.020 4.5 
0.015±

0.005e 
2.3±1.1e 0.257 98.18 0.416c 62.6d 1.071 1.82 

a ca lculated by the NaCl-H2O system of Driesner and Heinrich (2007)          

b mass fraction ca lculated by using lever rule with the salinities of the brine, vapor, and s tarting solutions.      

c mole fraction of salt (Xalkali-halide) in the K and Li  system fluids equivalent to the the NaCl-H2O system (#169 experiment) of Driesner and Heinrich (2007)  

d reca lculated salinities from the mole fractions (Xalkali-halide)           
e es timated vapor salinity (X=0.015 and 2.3 wt%) range from mole fraction of NaCl system (0.010) to input mole fraction (0.020)    
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Table 3. Microthermometry (Th and Tm salt) and calculated density (g/cm3) of the brine inclusions in the quartz of the in-situ (IS) experiments.   

  #167 (Na-halide system)   #169 (Na-halide system)   #170 (Na-halide system)   #173 (K-halide system)   #174 (Li-halide system) 

 150 Mpa/ 900 °C (in-situ)  120 Mpa/ 900 °C (in-situ)  90 Mpa/ 900 °C (in-situ)  120 Mpa/ 900 °C (in-
situ) 

 120 Mpa/ 900 °C (in-
situ) 

 Tm salt (°

C) 
Th (°C) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

 Tm salt (°

C) 
Th (°C) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

 Tm salt (°

C) 
Th (°C) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

 Tm salt (°

C) 
Th (°C)  Tm salt (°

C) 
Th (°C) 

 489  949 0.95   564  1008  1.04   643  950  1.17   418  956   828  950  
 494  913 0.94   571  961  1.06   643  951  1.17   427  958   831  959  
 489  944 0.95   567  954  1.06   636  936  1.17   417  968   827  954  
 493  990 0.95   570  949  1.06   637  1027  1.14   425  961   827  952  
 492  948 0.95   570  956  1.06   662  978  1.19   426  953   828  970  
 489  952 0.95   569  952  1.06   660  965  1.19   415  969   828  961  
 485  941 0.94   569  955  1.06   663  989  1.19   419  978   825  958  
 485  940 0.94   569  958  1.06   662  973  1.19   420  963   826  972  
 488  946 0.94   580  896  1.09   668  969  1.20   414  1039   827  979  
 490  952 0.95   565  957  1.05   662  999  1.18   426  981   830  971  

AV 489  947  0.95    569  955  1.06    653  974  1.18    420  973    827  963  
STD 3  19  0.00    4  27  0.01    12  27  0.02    5  25    2  10  
footnote: AV and STD represent average temperatures and standard deviation (1 σ), respectively. 
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2.2. Analytical methods 

Singly-targeted brine inclusions were analyzed with an ICP-Quadrupole-MS (Perkin Elmer Elan 

6100 DRC) connected to the ETH-prototype 193 nm ArF excimer laser (GeoLas laser ablation 

system; (Günther et al., 1997) at ETH Zurich. We used a laser energy density between 30 and 40 

J/cm2 and repetition rates of 10 Hz and an iris aperture to open the quartz host gradually from 10 

μm up to a crater size larger than the targeted fluid inclusion. We used an in-house built aluminum 

ablation cell with small internal volume (1cm3). ICP gas backgrounds and sensitivities were 

optimized for the detection of Cl and Br (Seo et al., 2011). We added a small amount of H2 gas (5 

ml/min) into the He carrier stream (Guillong and Heinrich, 2007) and used increased dwell times 

of 50 ms on 35Cl and 100 ms on 79Br (10 ms on 7Li, 23Na, and 39K) to reduce the noises of the gas 

backgrounds for optimal limits of detection for Cl and Br (Fig. 1B). Since we could not obtain 

statistically significant Cl and Br signals due to their low-density and smaller size, direct analysis 

of the Cl/Br ratios in the vapor inclusions was not possible. Absolute vapor salinities, and 

therefore vapor/brine mass fractions could not be calculated from the analysis of vapor inclusions 

either, because we did not have an independent internal standard to quantify absolute element 

concentrations. 

As an external standard, a previously characterized natural scapolite (Sca17) was used for Li, Na, 

K, Cl and Br (Guillong et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2011). Element ratios obtained by LA-ICP-MS were 

converted into absolute concentrations (Heinrich et al., 2003) using Cl as an internal standard, 

concentrations of which were obtained from the calculated brine salinities estimated for the NaCl-

H2O system for the applied P-T conditions (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007). The Cl concentrations 

in the brine inclusions in the K and Li-bearing systems were obtained by the same method. We 

used Cl as an internal standard because Cl is the only common major element in every alkali 

halideH2O experiments. Unfortunately, the measured salt melting temperatures in the K and Li-

rich systems by a microthermometry (Table 3) could not be converted to the salt concentrations 

in the absence of appropriate experimental data for the applied P-T conditions. Using analogy to 

the NaCl-H2O system introduces some uncertainties in the calculated absolute element 

concentrations; however, it does not affect the analyzed element ratios in brine inclusions. Note 

that the element ratios themselves are independent of the choice of internal standards for the 

quantification of absolute concentrations. Errors of each analysis were calculated as 1 standard 

deviation of the concentrations and Cl/Br mass ratios of all single-inclusion analyses in one 

experimental run (numbers of analyzed inclusions in an assemblage = 6-9, Table 4). 

To examine the possible isobaric interference of 79KAr on 79Br, we investigated LA-ICP-MS 

transient signals obtained from analysis of separately prepared K-rich and Br-absent synthetic 

brine inclusions (Fig. 3A). No apparent Br signal was observed in this analysis and the calculated 

count ratio of KAr/K was lower than 0.001%. Moreover, transient signals obtained from natural 

brine inclusion (free-standing quartz crystal in miarolitic cavity of Chernomoretz intrusions, 

Bulgaria) shows different maximum positions of 79Br and 39K signals, due to the presence of a Br-

rich solution and a KCl daughter crystal ablated somewhat later (Fig. 3B). The evidence from 

synthetic and natural fluid inclusion analyses shows that the 79KAr isobaric interference on 79Br 

analysis is negligible. Previous analyses of synthetic liquid inclusions of variable Cl/Br ratios 

demonstrated good accuracy and a typical range of uncertainties of 7-24% (1σ relative; Seo et al.,  
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2011). 

Table 4. Compositions of analyzed brine inclusions with Cl internal standardization where Cl concentrations were obtained  from calculated brine salinities. The com
position of vapor inclusions were calculated by mass balance using the analyzed brine compositions, the known composition of the starting solution and calculated 
mass fractions of vapor and brine.  IS and PF refer to in-situ fractured and pre-fractured, respectively.  

        Brine composition (LA-ICP-MS: Cl internal standard)     Calculated vapor composition 
 Info size Xsalt Li Na Cl K Br Cl/Br  Xsalt Li Na Cl K Br Cl/Br 

    µm brine µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g mass ratio   vapor µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g mass ratio 

#167 (Na-halide aqueous system) 150 Mpa/ 900 °C, input Cl/Br ppm ratio = 7.6          

11mr09c07 IS 20     250'000         
41'000  

9.2          
24'000  

         
4'800  

7.3  

11mr09c08 IS 30     260'000         
37'000  

10.1          
24'000  

         
4'900  

7.1  

11mr09c09 IS 25     240'000         
37'000  

10.2          
24'000  

         
4'900  

7.1  

11mr09c11 IS 15     280'000         
34'000  

11.0          
23'000  

         
5'000  

7.0  

11mr09c12 IS 20     270'000         
34'000  

11.0          
24'000  

         
5'000  

7.0  

11mr09c14 PF 30     230'000         
34'000  

11.0          
25'000  

         
5'000  

7.0  

11mr09c16 IS 25     240'000         
31'000  

12.0          
24'000  

         
5'000  

6.9  

AV   0.332    250'000    370'000       

35'000  
10.6   0.021      

24'000  

    

35'000  
       

4'900  
7.1  

STD (1σ)         
    
16'000  

    
      
3'100  

0.9        
          
400  

    
            
77  

0.1  

#169 (Na-halide aqueous system) 120 Mpa/ 900 °C , input Cl/Br ppm ratio = 7.8          

14oc14b05 IS 30     340'000         
34'000  

12.5          
10'500  

         
2'600  

6.6  

14oc14b06 IS 20     280'000         

37'000  
11.3          

11'700  
         

2'500  
6.7  

14oc14b10 IS 30     380'000         
41'000  

10.4            
9'800  

         
2'400  

6.9  

14oc14b12 IS 20     310'000         
40'000  

10.6          
11'300  

         
2'500  

6.9  

14oc14b15 IS 20     320'000         
44'000  

9.7          
11'000  

         
2'400  

7.1  

14oc14b18 IS 30     330'000         
44'000  

9.6          
10'900  

         
2'400  

7.1  
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14oc14b25 IS 30     340'000         
41'000  

10.3          
10'500  

         
2'400  

6.9  

14oc14b28 IS 30     290'000         
44'000  

9.6          
11'500  

         
2'400  

7.1  

14oc14b30 IS 20     320'000         
42'000  

10.1          
11'000  

         
2'400  

7.0  

AV   0.416    320'000    420'000       
41'000  

10.5   0.010       
10'900  

    
16'900  

       
2'400  

6.9  

STD (1σ)         
28'000  

        
3'400  

0.9               
570  

              
68  

0.2  

#170 (Na-halide aqueous system) 90 Mpa/ 900 °C, input Cl/Br ppm ratio = 7.8                   

11mr09d09 IS 25     320'000         
50'000  

9.4            
5'100  

         
1'170  

6.3  

11mr09d10 IS 30     310'000         
45'000  

10.4            
5'300  

         
1'280  

5.8  

11mr09d11 IS 25     330'000         
48'000  

9.8            
4'800  

         
1'220  

6.0  

11mr09d12 IS 35     330'000         
41'000  

11.6            
4'900  

         
1'380  

5.3  

11mr09d14 IS 30     340'000         
45'000  

10.5            
4'600  

         
1'290  

5.7  

11mr09d15 IS 20     340'000         
40'000  

11.7            
4'700  

         
1'380  

5.3  

AV   0.519    330'000    470'000       
45'000  

10.6   0.005        
4'900  

      
7'300  

       
1'280  

5.7  

STD (1σ)         
    
11'900  

    
      
3'900  

0.9        
          
260  

    
            
86  

0.4  

#173 (K-halide  aqueous system) 120 Mpa/ 900 °C, input Cl/Br ppm ratio = 8.5           

11mr10a06 IS 25       450'000  
     
43'000  

8.3            
21'000  

       
2'100  

8.5  

11mr10a07 IS 20       480'000  
     
36'000  

9.9            
20'000  

       
2'100  

8.4  

11mr10a08 IS 25       450'000  
     
35'000  

10.3            
21'000  

       
2'100  

8.4  

11mr10a09 IS 30       420'000  
     
41'000  

8.6            
21'000  

       
2'100  

8.5  

11mr10a10 IS 25       500'000  
     
43'000  

8.3            
20'000  

       
2'100  

8.5  

11mr10a12 IS 35       470'000  
     

41'000  
8.6            

21'000  

       

2'100  
8.5  

11mr10a14 PF 30       480'000  
     
33'000  

10.6            
20'000  

       
2'100  

8.4  
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11mr10a15 PF 20       500'000  
     
34'000  

10.5            
20'000  

       
2'100  

8.4  

11mr10a17 PF 20       500'000  
     
34'000  

10.3            
20'000  

       
2'100  

8.4  

AV   0.416      360'000    470'000  
    
38'000  

9.5   0.010        
17'700  

    
21'000  

      
2'100  

8.4  

STD (1σ)           
28'000  

      
4'200  

1.0                   
37  

              
6  

0.0  

#174 (Li-halide aqueous system) 120 Mpa/ 900 °C, input Cl/Br ppm ratio = 8.1                   

11mr10c05 IS 25    161'000          
36'000  

14.4           
4'100  

          
3'600  

6.9  

11mr10c07 IS 25    177'000          
35'000  

14.8           
3'800  

          
3'600  

6.8  

11mr10c11 IS 20    170'000          
28'000  

18.7           
4'000  

          
3'700  

6.6  

11mr10c12 IS 30    163'000          
33'000  

15.8           
4'100  

          
3'700  

6.8  

11mr10c13 IS 25    171'000          
30'000  

17.3           
3'900  

          
3'700  

6.7  

11mr10c15 PF 30    160'000          
27'000  

19.3           
4'100  

          
3'800  

6.6  

11mr10c16 PF 35    164'000          
28'000  

19.0           
4'100  

          
3'800  

6.6  

11mr10c17 PF 50    153'000          
35'000  

14.8           
4'300  

          
3'600  

6.8  

11mr10c18 PF 40    161'000          
36'000  

14.7           
4'100  

          
3'600  

6.8  

AV   0.416   164'000     520'000       
32'000  

16.5   0.015 
      
4'100  

     
25'000  

       
3'700  

6.7  

STD (1σ)       
      
7'100  

      
      
3'800  

2.0      
          
132  

      
            
71  

0.1  

                  

      
vapor composition in Li-system calculated with mole 

fraction in vapor of 0.020 → 

 0.020  
      
6'900  

     
34'000  

       
4'200  

8.0  

         
              
2  

      
              
1  

0.0  

                  

      
vapor composition in Li-system calculated with mole 

fraction in vapor of 0.010 → 

 0.010  
      
1'160  

     
15'700  

       
3'200  

5.0  

         
          
260  

      
          
140  

0.2  
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Figure 3. LA-ICP-MS transient signals of (A) synthetic K-rich and Br-absent brine inclusions, and (B) natural brine 
inclusion to check 79KAr polyatomic interference on 79Br analysis. (A) Synthetic inclusion analysis showing less than 
0.001% of KAr/K cps ratio; and (B) natural inclusion showing different times of maximum peaks of 39K and 79Br 
indicating that the argide formation is not significant for KAr interference on Br. 

2.3. Calculations of fluid density, salinity, and vapor composition 

The densities and salinities of entrapped brine and vapor phases in each experiment were 

calculated using the model of Driesner and Heinrich (2007) for the NaCl-H2O model system (Table 

2). Since halogen ratios in the vapors could not be directly derived from LA-ICPMS analyses, we 

calculated the Cl/Br ratio in the vapors by mass balance by using the analyzed compositions of 

brine inclusions, the known composition of the starting solutions and the estimated vapor/brine 

mass fractions (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007). The same method was applied for the K- and Li-

bearing systems, assuming KCl + KBr in K-system and LiCl + LiBr in Li-system are equivalent to 

NaCl, since there is only a few experimental data available for K and Li halides aqueous systems 

(Heinrich, 2007; Liebscher, 2007). An error could arise from the above assumption when 
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calculating brine-vapor mass fractions, the extent of which was estimated. The vapor salinities 

and critical points in the KCl-H2O system (Hovey et al., 1990; Dubois et al., 1994; Shmulovich et 

al., 1995) are comparable to those in the NaCl-H2O system (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007), and the 

position of the two phase curves are nearly identical (Hovey et al., 1990). Therefore, we applied 

vapor salinities for the K halide – H2O system equal to those predicted for the NaCl-H2O system 

(Xsalt=0.010, Table 2, Driesner and Heinrich, 2007). It is important to note the all above data are 

for temperatures below 600 oC. The salinities on the vapor limb of the solvus in the LiCl-H2O 

system are higher compared to the NaCl-H2O system (Dubois et al., 1994; Liebscher et al., 2007) 

at a given P-T. Therefore, by using vapor salinities for the NaCl-H2O model system, we would likely 

overestimate the mass fraction of brine in the Li halide-bearing experiment (Liebscher et al., 

2007). Therefore, we estimated the possible error on the such-derived vapor salinities in the Li 

halide – H2O system. Since we have trapped both brine and vapor inclusions (Fig. 1), our starting 

fluid (salinity of Xsalt=0.020 or 4.5 wt%) must have entered the two phase field. Therefore, it is 

safe to assume that the salinity of the vapor in the Li-system are higher than that estimated by 

analogy to the NaCl-H2O system (Xsalt=0.010), but lower than the salinity of the starting solution 

(XLi-halide=0.020). We thus assumed a vapor salinity of XLi-halide=0.015±0.005 (Table 2) and discuss 

the resulting propagated error on the Cl/Br ratios in the following chapters. 

Mass fractions of brine and vapor phases were calculated from the starting salinities by applying 

“lever rule” on the NaCl-H2O model system for the apparent P-T (equation 1). The vapor 

compositions were calculated by a mass balance using the analyzed brine compositions according 

to the equation 2 (Table 2 and 4).  

Salinity starting = X vapor * Salinity vapor + X brine * Salinity brine              (1) 

Concentration starting = X vapor * Concentration vapor + X brine * Concentration brine   (2)    

In the equation 1, Salinity vapor and Salinity brine were calculated using equivalent concentrations 

from the NaCl-H2O system (Driesner and Heinrich, 2007), and refer to the wt% of the sum of total 

alkali halides in starting solution, vapor, and brine, respectively. X vapor and X brine refer to the mass 

fraction of vapor and brine relative to the starting fluid. 

3. RESULTS 
Microthermometry of the brine inclusions in the in-situ (IS) experiments showed consistent 

homogenization and the salt melting temperatures in each experiment (Table 3). The 

homogenization temperatures (Th) fell within narrow ranges from 947±19 °C to 974±25 °C, 

confirming that the brine inclusions were free of vapor contamination. The somewhat higher Th 

relative to the trapping temperature (900 oC) is likely due to the stretching of the host quartz 

during the reheating experiment. It could also be due to the co-entrapment of a minor amount of 

vapor phase though the consistent homogenization temperatures are against this assumption. 

Nevertheless, even if the higher Th is due to vapor contamination, the addition of such minor 

amount of vapor would cause very little bias on the brine compositions. Brine salt melting 

temperatures of the Li halide system (827±2 °C, #174) were higher compared to Na halide 

(569±4 °C, #169) and K halide – H2O (420±5 °C, #173) system from the 120 MPa / 900 °C 

experiments. 
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We report the analyzed Cl/Br ratios in brine inclusions in the pre-fractured (PF) and in the in-situ 

fractured (IS) quartz (Table 4). The Cl/Br ratios are higher in analyzed brines compared to the 

starting solutions to variable degrees (Fig. 4 and Table 4). In the Na halide – H2O, the analyzed 

Cl/Br ratio in the brine inclusions from experiment #167 (150 MPa/900 °C) is 10.6±0.9 whereas 

the starting Cl/Br ratio is 7.6, the Cl/Br ratio in the brine from experiment #169 (120 MPa/900 °C) 

is 10.5±0.9 whereas the starting ratio is 7.8, and the same quantity for experiment #170 (90 

MPa/900 °C) is 10.6±0.9 while the starting ratio is 7.8 (Table 4). In the K halide – H2O system, the 

analyzed Cl/Br ratios in the brine from experiment #173 (120 MPa/900 °C) is 9.5 ± 1.0 whereas 

the starting Cl/Br ratio is 8.5 (Table 4). In the Li halide – H2O system, the analyzed Cl/Br ratio in 

the brine (#174, 120 MPa/900 °C) is 16.5±2.0 whereas the starting Cl/Br ratio is 8.1. Chlorine is 

relatively enriched compared to Br in the brine phase fluids compared to the starting solutions 

and therefore even more relative to the vapor phase, with the greatest preferential partitioning in 

the Li halide – H2O system and less pronounced but still significant effects in the K and Na halide 

dominated systems (Fig. 4).  

 

Figure 4. Cl/Br ratios as measured in the brine inclusions, known for the starting solutions, and calculated for the vapor 
inclusions. Errors in the brackets represent % of 1σ/average of the brine inclusions in each experimental runs, the  
errors on the calculated vapor compositions in the Li halide – H2O system contain the uncertainty on the estimation of 
vapor/brine mass ratios as well as the analytical error on brine inclusion analysis. For the Na and K -halide system, the 
errors are calculated only from the brine inclusion analysis 

The Cl/Br ratios in the vapors are calculated by using the equations 1 and 2. In the Na halide – 

H2O system, the calculated Cl/Br ratio in the vapor of #167 run (150 MPa/900 °C, vapor salinity 

X=0.021) is 7.1±0.1, the vapor of #169 run (120 MPa/900 °C, vapor salinity X=0.010) is 6.9±0.2, 

and the vapor of #170 (90 MPa/900 °C, vapor salinity X=0.005) is 5.7±0.4 (Table 4). In the K halide 

– H2O system, the calculated Cl/Br ratios in the vapor of #173 run (120 MPa/900 °C) with vapor 

salinity of X=0.010 is 8.4±0.0 (Table 4). The vapor of Li halide – H2O system (#174 run, 120 
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MPa/900 °C) has salinity range of X=0.015±0.005, and calculated Cl/Br ratios are 5.0±0.2 when 

X=0.010, 6.7±0.1 when X=0.015, and 8.0±0.0 when X=0.020. Therefore, the Cl/Br ratio in the Li 

halide-bearing vapors is constrained to be between 4.8 and 8.0 (Table 4 and Fig. 4).  

 Mass-based density ratios of vapor/brine are 0.34, 0.24, and 0.13 in the 150, 120, and 90 MPa 

experiments, respectively (Table 2). It appears, however, that the density contrast in this range 

does not yield a statistically significant difference in the degree of Cl/Br fractionation (Fig. 4). 

We compared the total charge balances of alkali metals and halogens (Cl+Br) in the analyzed 

brines (Fig. 5). The molar alkali/halogen ratios are 1.15±0.07, 1.13±0.10, and 1.56±0.07 in the 

brines of the K halide – H2O, Na halide – H2O and Li halide – H2O systems, respectively, indicating 

an apparent excess of alkalis over halogens with the greatest imbalance in the Li halide – H2O 

system.  

 

Figure 5. Molar balances of alkali ions (mol/kg of K or Na or Li) and halide ions (mol/kg of Cl + Br) in the analyzed 
brine inclusions showing excess of alkali metals relative to halogens. Li halide – H2O system has highest discrepancy of 
alkali and halogen concentrations compared to the K and Na halide – H2O systems. Error bars represent 1σ on the 
concentrations in brines for each experimental run. 

Fractionation of Cl/Br between vapor and brine is compared as a function of density contrasts 

(Fig. 6A) and the identity of alkali metals in the system (Fig. 6B). The exchange coefficient of Cl/Br 

ratios between vapor and brine (
brinevapor

BrClK /
/ ) in the 150, 120, and 90 MPa experiments are 0.7±0.1, 

0.7±0.1, and 0.5±0.1, respectively (Fig. 7 and Table 4). It appears that the density contrast does 

not have a statistically significant effect on 
brinevapor

BrClK /
/  apart from a minor difference between the 

90 and 120 MPa experiments (Fig. 7). Partitioning of Br and Cl is dependent on the identity of 

alkali metals in the system (Fig. 6B), and 
brinevapor

BrClK /
/  is strongly dependent on the identity of the 

alkali metals (Fig. 7). The values of 
brinevapor

BrClK /
/  in the Na and K halide – H2O system at 120 MPa 

and 900 °C are respectively 0.7±0.1 and 0.9±0.1, whereas in the Li halide – H2O system, the same 
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quantity is 0.4±0.2 (Fig. 7 and Table 4). It is apparent that the Li halide – H2O system exhibits by 

far the greatest Cl/Br fractionation between vapor and brine (Fig. 6 and 7). 

 

Figure 6. Plots of Clvapor/Clbrine and Brvapor/Brbrine mass ratios for various alkali-halide – H2O systems vs.  (A) 
vapor/brine density ratios and (B) effective ionic radii of alkali ions. The partitioning of Br and Cl is dependent on the 
ratio of vapor and brine densities. Bromine partitions strongly into the vapor in the Li halide – H2O system compared 
to other alkali systems. The degree of halogen element fractionation in the K halide – H2O system is the smallest. The 
brackets of Li-system represent the estimated possible error range with vapor salinity of Xsalt=0.015±0.005, while 
errors in the other brackets represent % of 1σ/average . 
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Figure 7. Ratios of Cl/Brvapor and Cl/Brbrine (
brinevapor

BrClK /
/ ) as a function of vapor/brine density contrast. Natural vent 

fluid sampled from the East Pacific Rise and other previous experimental results from the literature (Von Damm et al., 
2003; Liebscher et al., 2006; Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2007) were plotted for comparison. The brackets of Li-system 
represent the estimated range with vapor salinity of Xsalt=0.015±0.005, while errors in the other brackets represent % 

of 1σ/average of 
brinevapor

BrClK /
/ . 

4. DISCUSSIONS and GEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
We now discuss a mechanism of Br/Cl fractionation during vapor-liquid immiscibility and suggest 

some geological implications of this phenomenon in magmatic-hydrothermal systems.  

4.1. Alkali-halogen molar imbalance in the brine phase 

The fractionation of Br and Cl between vapor and brine phase (Fig. 4 and 6) can be explained by 

comparing the stability of competing alkali-halide and alkali-OH ion pairs in high-temperature 

aqueous fluids. Conductivity measurements of electrolyte-bearing aqueous solution showed that 

the degree of ion association greatly increases at high temperatures (Ho et al., 2000a). Electrolytes 

such as alkali-halide and alkali-OH have particularly high association constant (KA) in low-density 

dilute aqueous solutions at high temperature, i.e. in vapor-like fluids (Ho et al., 1994; Ho and 

Palmer, 1996, 1997, 1998; Ho et al., 2000b). We suggest that differences in the stability of alkali-

Cl, alkali-Br and alkali-OH ion pairs at the high-temperatures (Fournier, 1987; Shmulovich et al., 

1995; Bischoff et al., 1996) applied in the current experiments are responsible for the 

fractionation of Cl/Br between brine and vapor. This can be expressed by the following exchange 

reaction among alkali+ — H+ (cations), and halide– — OH– (anions or ligands): 
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   alkali-halide + H2O → alkali-OH liquid (brine) + H-halide vapor         (3) 

Relatively higher stability of alkali-OH ion pairs compared to alkali-chlorides at temperatures 

higher than 400 °C will shift the reaction to the right (Ho et al., 1994; Ho and Palmer, 1996, 1997, 

1998; Ho et al., 2000b). The H-halides such as HCl and HBr are known experimentally to be 

partitioned into the vapor phase fluid (Williams et al., 1997; Palmer et al., 2004), whereas alkali-

halide and alkali-OH prefer more hydrated environments such as the brine phase (Fournier and 

Thompson, 1993; Williams-Jones et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 2004). The observed excess of alkali 

metals over halogens in the brines (Fig. 5) indicates the presence of alkali-OH in the brines 

according to equation 3.  

The relatively higher halogen concentrations in the vapor phase in the Li halide – H2O system 

compared to K and Na halide – H2O system (Fig. 6) might be explained by different association 

degrees of LiOH, NaOH, and KOH affecting the efficiencies of H-halide production. Association 

constants of LiOH, NaOH, and KOH in high-temperature (above 400 °C) dilute aqueous solutions 

have been estimated by conductivity measurements (Ho and Palmer, 1996, 1997, 1998). The 

association constant (KA) are in the order of LiOH > NaOH ≥ KOH, and the calculated KA are 

respectively 6485, 3809, 2040 in 600 °C and 0.4 g/cm3 solutions (Ho et al., 2000b). The stronger 

association of LiOH compared to NaOH and KOH would lead to the formation of more HBr and HCl 

in the Li halide – H2O system, which in turn would preferentially partition into the vapor (Fig. 6). 

This argument is consistent with the larger molar imbalance between Li and halogens analyzed 

in the brine phase of the Li-system relative to that observed in the K- and Na-system (Fig. 5).  

4.2. Preferential Br partitioning into the vapor phase fluids    

The relatively stronger vapor partitioning of Br compared to Cl can be interpreted by the 

association degrees of alkali-Cl and alkali-Br. Conductivity measurement of NaCl and NaBr 

aqueous solutions at 330-400 °C showed higher association constant of NaCl compared to NaBr 

(Gruszkiewicz and Wood, 1997). While experimental studies for LiBr and KBr are lacking, we 

assume that the other alkali chlorides (K and Li) are also more strongly associated than the alkali 

bromides because of the higher electron negativity of Cl compared to that of Br. Higher association 

constant of NaCl compared to NaBr will lead to a lower equilibrium constant for equation 3, thus 

less HCl will form compared to HBr, which in turn would result in the observed preferential Br 

partitioning into the vapor phase fluids relative to Cl (Fig. 6). This may be further enhanced by 

variability in the stability of H-halides. These are covalently bonded molecules and such bonds 

tend to be stronger when the difference in the electronegativity of constituent atoms are smaller 

(Jolly, 1984). The difference of electronegativity for HBr is 0.7, whereas for HCl it is 0.9, therefore 

HBr is likely a more stable species. It is important to note, that quartz would react with alkali-

hydroxide species formed during reaction 1 to produce various alkali-silicate species (Anderson 

and Burnham, 1967). This would, however, likely not affect the above described systematics to a 

significant extent as these would also likely partition into the brine phase. 

Since we assume that alkali-OH may be a significant species in the brines, especially in the Li – 

halide bearing system, we must consider the uncertainty this causes on the estimation of vapor 

salinities. We know of experimental data only in the NaOH-H2O system (Urusova, 1974), which 

was compared to the NaCl-H2O system (Liebscher, 2007). While the critical curves are similar, the 
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vapor limb of the solvus of the NaOH-H2O system at 350 - 550 °C is shifted towards somewhat 

higher salt concentrations compared to that in the NaCl-H2O system (Driesner and Heinrich, 

2007). Therefore, the presence of alkali-OH and H-halides would likely increase the vapor salinity 

and this would be most pronounced in the Li halide-bearing system. Yet we have trapped brine 

inclusions in this experiments, which limits the possible vapor salinity in between the value model 

calculated for the NaCl-H2O system and the salinity of the starting solution used for the 

experiment. We have previously accounted for this uncertainty and it was propagated into the 

error bars on all figures.  

4.3. Comparison to previous studies  

Previous hydrothermal experiments yielded contradictory results. Liebscher et al. (2006) 

determined that Cl preferentially partitions into the vapor phase relative to Br at vapor/brine 

density ratios of 0.27-0.80 and T=380–450 °C, whereas Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007) reported 

preferential Br partitioning into the vapor phase at vapor/brine density ratios of 0.10-0.51 and 

T=388–550 °C (Fig. 7). Our experiments conducted at 900 °C within a narrower range of the 

vapor/brine density ratios of 0.13 - 0.34 yielded results that are consistent with those of 

Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007), showing lower Cl/Br ratios in the vapors than in the brines. 

Natural hydrothermal fluids with the vapor/brine density ratios of 0.47 at 405 °C sampled from a 

sub-seafloor hydrothermal vent in the East Pacific Rise also show preferential Br partitioning into 

the vapor phase  (Von Damm et al., 2003). The geochemical cause for the discrepancy with the 

data of Liebscher et al. (2006) is unclear. Experiments of Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007) were 

conducted at somewhat higher temperature up to 550 °C and showed lower pH in the coexisting 

vapor phase, which might indicate the formation of alkali-OH and H-halides in high-temperature 

fluids consistent with our interpretation. Both the studies of Liebscher et al. (2006) and 

Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007) identified that the vapor/brine density contrast affects the extent 

of Cl/Br fractionation during phase separation (Fig. 7). We also found the density contrast effect 

on Cl/Br fractionation in the high-temperature (900 °C) Na halide – H2O system between the 90 

MPa experiment and the 120 MPa experiments, while the effect is not apparent between the 120 

and 150 MPa experiments within the analytical error (9-10 %). This might be because the 120 

and 150 MPa experiments are closer to the critical point of the Na halide – H2O system (Fig. 2). 

Although we could not observe a significant density contrast effects, the precision of our analysis 

was sufficient to observe large differences in the degree of Cl/Br fractionations produced by the 

alkali ions in solution (Fig. 4 and 7). Also, it should be noted that the density range in our 

experiments is relatively small in comparison to those in the lower-T studies (Fig. 7). Density 

range in our experiments are 0.15-0.34 g/cm3 in vapors and 0.99-1.16 g/cm3 in brines, while 

studies of Liebscher et al. (2006) and Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007) have the vapor densities of 

0.11-0.46 g/cm3 and the liquid densities of 0.57-1.18 g/cm3.  

4.4. Geological implications 

The P-T conditions of this study are applicable to magma degassing and the magmatic-

hydrothermal transition. A major implication of our study is that the Cl/Br fractionation between 

the immiscible vapor and brine will be significantly influenced by the types of alkalis present in 

the high-temperature hydrothermal system. Although the dissolved salt components in the 

natural high-temperature aqueous fluids are dominated by NaCl, KCl and FeCl2, and CaCl2 at some 
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conditions, preferential Br partitioning into the vapors could be very significant in Li-rich 

hydrothermal systems such as those forming Li-pegmatites or when the fluid experiences 

extreme phase separation near to the vapor-liquid-halite field (Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2007; 

Klemm et al., 2007). Caution is required when inferring the source of halogens in magmatic-

hydrothermal fluids from Cl/Br ratios in natural fluid inclusions (Gleeson and Smith, 2009; 

Nahnybida et al., 2009) as determined by bulk crush-leach methods (Bray and Spooner, 1992). 

Brine phase fluids have relatively high densities with high Si content, which might lead to wetting 

properties superior to those of the vapor when they come in physical contact with silicate 

minerals (Roedder, 1984; Sterner and Bodnar, 1984) . Therefore, brine inclusions are more likely 

to be entrapped in silicate minerals compared to the low-density vapor-like fluids and the average 

trapped fluid composition may not be truly representative of the Cl/Br ratio of the original 

hydrothermal fluid, even if only a single generation of inclusions was trapped in the host mineral. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Our experiments showed that the vapor phase is characterized by higher Br/Cl ratios relative to 

the brine in various alkali halide – H2O systems. The degree of the Cl/Br fractionation is highly 

affected by the identity of the alkali metal present in the solution. The observed relatively high 

degree of Cl/Br fractionation in the Li halide – H2O system and lower degrees of Cl/Br 

fractionations in K and Na halide – H2O systems might be attributed to the formation of associated 

alkali-OH and hydrogen-halide species in the high-temperature fluids. The argument is supported 

by the measured alkali excess over halogens in our brine inclusions and the low pH in the 

coexisting vapors as reported by Foustoukos and Seyfried (2007). Nevertheless, our study 

indicates that not much Cl/Br fractionation would happen during fluid phase separation in 

normal Na-K-dominated geological fluids at magmatic temperatures except for extremely Li-rich 

systems. 
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